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Abstract. In this paper, we are concerned in transforming FP programs o as to minimize the 
number of intermediate s quences appearing in FP expressions that express iterative programs. 
Because FP expressions are often required to run on a Von Neumann machine, it would be useful 
to eliminate unnecessary intermediate s quences. 
We propose transformation rules based on the algebra of functional programs. In contrast with 
many other systems of rules for program transformation, the sets of rules presented here are 
convergent (i.e. finitely terminating and confluent). These rewriting systems are produced by the 
Knuth-Bendix procedure applied to an initial set of equations and correspond to equations that 
are valid in the algebra of functional programs. 
Essentially, the paper elates our experience in using REVE to process a large set of equations 
and shows the actual imitations. Finally an outline of future research is proposed. 
Introduction 
We consider programs that consume and produce sequences. These programs are 
called left associative sequence programs in [21] and are equivalent to traditional 
iterative programs. In our approach, they are written in an applicative style with a 
set of higher-order functions (functional forms) and operations on sequences. A 
functional expression in a FP languag6 [1-3] is associated with each program of 
this class. This functional expression is built from operations on sequences (primi- 
tives in FP) using a restrictive set of functional forms. For example, tl is a primitive 
which yields the tail of a sequence and a is a functional form which corresponds 
to the Lisp 'mapcar' function. If f is a function then a f  is another function, which 
when applied to a sequence (xl, x2, . . . ,xn) yields the new sequence 
( f (x l ) , f (x2) , . . .  ,f(xn)). We will mainly use Backus's primitives and functional 
forms, although some new functional forms associated with our class of programs 
are also added. 
In this paper we are interested in using a set of transformation rules to eliminate 
unnecessary intermediate s quences that arise naturally when the program is con- 
structed by a stepwise refinement methodology. For example, we consider the 
functional FP expression \+  o (otmult o trans) quoted in [1]. When applied to two 
sequences (x 1, x2 , . . . ,  xn) and (y l, y2 , . . . ,  yn), this function computes their scalar 
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product. If the corresponding applicative expression runs on a Von Neumann 
machine, the application of the primitive trans yields the intermediate sequence 
([xl, yl] ,  [x2, y2] , . . . ,  [xn, yn]). The application of amult yields the intermediate 
sequence (x ly l ,  x2y2, . . . ,  xnyn). The application of \+  returns the scalar product. 
In [7] Guibas and Wyatt proposed a method for efficiently compiling APL 
programs which is similar to ours. However, using source to source transformations 
helps to understand the optimization process better. 
The set of transformation rules we use works on the algebra of functional 
expressions. This algebra cannot be fully described by a finite set of equations and 
we will exhibit an equational theory A, in which el and e2 are A-equal implies 
that the expressions e 1, e2 are equivalent. If the theory A is described by a convergent 
(i.e. finitely terminating and confluent) rewriting system [8], we will be able to get 
a unique normal form for each program in the class. The reduction relation decreases 
the number of intermediate sequences; thus the normal form of a program P is an 
optimized program equivalent to P. The Knuth-Bendix procedure [16] applied to 
a set A of equations valid in the algebra of programs provides us with a locally- 
confluent rewriting system. If the finite termination of the set is proved, then the 
set is convergent. 
In [23], Wadler shows a set of rules based on the FP-algebra, capable of transform- 
ing iterative expressions. However this set is not the result of a Knuth-Bendix 
procedure and its confluence is not checked for. 
Essentially, this paper elates our experience inusing the REVE [ 18] implementation 
of Knuth-Bendix to process such a large set of equations. 
In Section 1, after a brief review of FP, we propose new functional forms on 
sequences that will be added to FP. 
In Section 2, a set of equations A is proposed and we consider how to use some 
of them as rules in order to minimize the number of intermediate sequences. 
The Knuth-Bendix procedure is applied to this set A. This is presented in Section 
3. In particular, we discuss the cases when the procedure diverges and we review 
cases when the procedure fails. However, a convergent rewriting systems is generated 
from a subset of the initial equations. 
In Section 4, we show with simple examples how these rewriting systems derive 
a normal form from a functional expression. 
1. An FP language for iterative programs 
We use the FP system, given in [I-3], as the language for expressing iterative 
programs. 
1.I. Objects 
Objects are either the undefined object (!) or atoms such as characters, reals, 
integers, booleans, . . . ,  n-tuples or sequences of objects. The boolean TRUE is 
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written T and the boolean FALSE is written F. N-tuples are enclosed by [ . . . .  ]. 
Sequences are enclosed by the brackets ( . . . .  ). The empty sequence is written '( )'. 
The original FP confuses (fixed-width) tuples and (arbitrary-length) sequences. 
However, we have to distinguish between tuples and sequences for our class of 
sequence programs. 
1.2. Functions 
Functions are defined by using a set of primitive functions and a restricted set 
of second-order functions called functional forms in FP. Functional forms map 
functions to functions. This 'function-level' definition contrasts with the 'object-level' 
definition used in applicative languages like LISP. 
A function accepts a single object as argument and returns a single object. 
Unlike other functional languages (SASL [22] and ME [6]), only first-order functions 
are defined. In order to give the meaning to a primitive or to a function yielded by 
a functional form, we give an applicative xpression using - as the 'is defined by' 
symbol. This is only done for the basic functional forms we use in our study. The 
application of a function to an object is denoted by :. 
1.3. FP functions and functional forms 
We list only the FP-primitives and FP-functional forms which we use in the paper. 
Basic functions 
- identity id: id:x - x 
- primitives for integers, such as +, - ,  muir, d iv , . . .  
- primitives for booleans, such as and, or, not , . . .  
- primitive predicates for integers, such as eqO (equal to 0), eq (equal to), gt (greater 
than), It (less than), ge (greater than or equal to), le (less than or equal to ) , . . .  ; 
- selectors, written 1 
l : [x l ,x2 , . . . , xn]  =- x l  
written 2 
2:[xl, x2 , . . . , xn]  - x2 
Functions on sequences play a key role in our class of sequence programs. In this 
paper, we use only 
- tail, written tl 
t l : (xl ,  x2 , . . . ,  xn) - (x2 , . . . ,  xn) 
- first term, written hd 
hd: (x l ,  x2 , . . . , xn)  - x l  
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- last term, written last 
last:(xl, x2 , . . . ,  xn) - xn 
(last is often the Ir selector in FP); 
sequence constructor, written cons 
cons:[y, (xl ,  x2 , . . . ,  xn)] = (y, x l ,  x2 , . . . ,  xn) 
(cons is often written append1 in FP); 
distribute from left, written distl 
distl:[y, (xl ,  x2 , . . . ,  xn)] =- ([y, xl] ,  [y, x2] , . . . ,  [y, xn]) 
- transpose, written trans 
trans:((x l, x2 , . . . ,  xn), (yl,  y2 , . . . ,  yn)) 
- ( [x l ,y l ] , [x2,  yE] , . . . , [xn ,  yn]) 
- iota when applied to an integer n, yields the sequence of the n consecutive integers 
starting from 1 
iota:n =- (1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  n) 
Basic functional forms. We adapt the notations of OBJ [5] to indicate the place 
of operands within functional form: 
- composition (written _ o _) 
fo  g" x -= f : (g:x)  
- construction (written [. . . .  ]) 
[ f l , f2 , . . . , fn ] :x  - [ f l :x ,  f2 :x , . . . , fn :x ]  
- constant (written _-). For any object x, x-:y =- x and x-:! = ! 
- conditional (written _--> ;_) 
i fp :x  - T then (p-->f; g):x =-- f :x,  
i fp :x  --- F then (p-->f; g):x - g:x, 
otherwise (p--> f ; g):x --- !. 
Functional forms on sequences 
- apply to all (written a) 
a f : (x l ,  x2 , . . . ,  xn) =- ( f :x l , f :x2 , . . . , f : xn)  
We will not use insertl and insertr FP functional forms but we will add two new 
functional forms on sequences. 
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1.4. Two additional functional forms on sequences 
Iteration (written *). We propose the definition 
*f:[z, ( )1 ~ (z) 
*f:[z, cons:[x, a]] ------- cons'[z, *f:[f:[z, x], a]] 
otherwise *f  yields ! 
, is similar to insertl (or \) in FP because it associates from the left 
~r:(xl, x2, x3, x4) - f : [ f : [ f : [x l ,  x2], x3], x4] 
but we also require to see the 'initialization'. Thus iteration is close to 'insertl' in 
[211 
insertlf:[z, (xl, x2, x3)] ---- f:[f:[f:[z, xl], x2], x3] 
Here f and insertl have arity two. 
We also require that *f  yields a sequence such that iterations can always be 
composed. Therefore we have 
*f:[z, (xl,  x2, x3)] =- (z,f:[z, xl],f :[f :[z, xl] ,x2],f :[f :[z,  xl] ,x2],x3]) 
,_ is also 'cuml" in [21]. 
For instance, 
*+:[0,(2,3,7)] - (0,2,5, 12) 
We might have made the initialization aparameter of the functional form * (+, 0-) 
rather than a parameter of the resulting function *+ o [0-, a]. However this would 
require the basis function to be constant, which loses generality. For instance, in 
[ ha, tl]:(5, 
(,(lt--> 1; 2) o[hd, tl]):(5, 
(last o (,(It--> 1; 2) o[hd, t/I)):(5, 
the initialization of the sequence of the 
given sequence which is not a constant. 
7,2,8) - [5,(7,2,8)] 
7 ,2 ,8 ) -  (5,5,2,2) 
7,2,8) - 2 
least integers must be the first term of the 
Notice that last o*f is equivalent to / f .  However * f  leaves the trace (as an 
intermediate sequence) of all of its intermediate states and this is useful in the 
analysis of iterative computations. These intermediate states make up an intermediate 
sequence. Intermediate sequences arise naturally when the program is constructed 
with a stepwise refinement methodology and these intermediate sequences have to 
be eliminated when the program runs on a Von Neumann machine. 
The next example shows some consequences of the ability to compose. This allows 
us indeed to exhibit intermediate sequences easily. 
iota:5 ---- (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
(a2-o iota):5 -- (2, 2, 2, 2, 2) 
(*mult o [1. a2- ° iota]):5 -- (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32) 
(last o (*mult o [1. a2- o iota])):5 -- 32 
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We say that *mult is composed with t~2-. We are also able to compose ag with . f  
in ago (*fo [x, a]) and *f with .g in *g o[x, *fo [y, a]] or *g o[x, t lo( , fo[x,  a])]. 
"while' (written WH _). This is not the usual 'while'. As * ,  it associates from left 
to right and generates one intermediate sequence. It needs another predicate para- 
meter which enables it to stop the production. 
For instance, we know that 
thus 
*+: [0 , (2 ,3 ,7 ) ] -  (0,2,5,12) 
i WH((noto(eqOo2)),+):[O,(2,3,7,0,9,9,9)] =- (0,2,5,12) 
(eqO o 2):[12, 0] = T 
and the addition stops. 
We propose the following definition for WH: 
WH(p,f):[z,( ) ] -  (z), 
if p:[z, x] -= T then 
WH(p,f):[z, cons:[x, a]] -- cons:[z, WH(p,f):[f:[z, x], a]], 
if p:[z, x] =- F then WH(p,f):[z, cons:[x, a]] -- (z) 
otherwise WH yields !. 
1.5. Pure functional expressions of iterative programs are terms of a free algebra 
We do not consider the FP functions which are defined by an equation such as 
f - Ef  where E is an expression of a functional form. We do not need such a 
recursive definition because the functional forms on sequences can express all the 
functions associated with our programs. 
From now on, we use only the pure functional expression (i.e. the function-level 
definition) in contrast o the object-level definition of its corresponding applicative 
expression. 
Such use of an applicative xpression is suggested by Williams [24]: 
last:( *f :[1, iota:n]) 
where f:[i,j] =- if gt:[g:i, g:j] then i else j
We refer to this expression as el. If g:i gives the ith element of a vector of size n 
and if the size of the vector is n, then el gives the index of the first (from left to 
right) maximum element in that vector. The pure FP expression e2 is as follows: 
last o ( , (g t  o [g  o 1, g o 2] -> 1; 2) o [ 1- ,  iota ]) 
If e2 is applied to an object n, then it yields the same result as e 1. 
Each applicative xpression can be translated into an FP expression using the 
LIFT procedure proposed by Backus [2, 3]. 
We have a set of functional symbols of functional forms 
FUNC = {_o_, [ 3, _-, _--' _; _, ,~_, *_, WH_3. 
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We have a set of the symbols of primitives 
PRIM = { id, +, - ,  mult, div, and, or, not, eqO, eq, gt, ge, It, le, 
1, 2 , . . . ,  tl, hd, last, cons, distl, trans, iota}. 
If A is the set of the atoms, let us denote by CONST the set of the constant 
functions associated with each element of A. 
Define S as the set S = FUNC u PR IM u CONST.  
In this framework, functions are denoted by variables. V is the set of such variables 
and functional expressions are terms of the free S-algebra on V. The domain of 
that S-algebra is the subset of the functions which are equivalent o iterative 
programs. 
For instance 
last o (*fo [z, c~g o a]) 
is a term of the free algebra with f, g, z and a as variables. Variables may be replaced 
by FP expressions. If we substitute f by mult, z by 1-, g by 2- and a by iota then 
we get the following ground term (i.e. a term without variables) 
last o (*mult o [1-, c~2- o iota]) 
2. An equational theory for FP expressions 
Functional expressions are the terms of the free S-algebra on V. They are 
interpreted as functions on the objects. Consider the extensional equality written =~xt 
el =ext e2 iff e l :x  = e2:x for all objects x, 
and choose from the extensional iderttities a subset A of axioms. Thus 
el =a  e2 implies eq =ext e2. 
This equality is just the equivalence between iterative functional programs. Our 
first objective is to characterize (part of) this equivalence by equations. Our second 
goal is to characterize each associated congruence class by a normal form. Moreover, 
we want this normal form to be an efficient functional program, minimizing the 
number of intermediate sequences. 
We now introduce such a theory. 
2. I. Axioms on the basic functional forms 
All of the following axioms are taken from [1]. 
E1 
E2 
E3 
( fog)oh=fo(goh)  
[ foh ,  goh]=[ f ,g ]oh  (Note1) 
x o y = x in the domain of definition of y (Note 2) 
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COND 1 
COND2 
COND3 
COND4 
COND5 
COND6 
P1 
P2 
P3 
P4 
(p~ f ;  g) o h =p o h-~ f o h; g o h 
h o (p~f ;  g)=p-~ h of; h o g 
p~(p~ f ;  g); h=p~ f ;  h 
p~ h; (p-~ f ; g) =p~ h; g 
[h, p-~f;  g]= p-~ [h,f];  [h, g] 
[p~f ;  g, h] = p-~ [f, hi; [g, h] 
1 o [ f ,g ]=f  
2o[f, g ]=g 
id o f  =f  
f o id=f  
(Note 1) 
(Note 1) 
in the domain of definition of g (Notes 1 and 2) 
in the domain of definition of f (Notes 1 and 2) 
Note 1. We restrict [__] to be binary. To allow for multiple arity would require 
infinitely many axioms like E2, COND5, COND6 (one for each arity) and also 
infinitely many axioms like P1 and P2 (one for each arity and one for each selector). 
The primitives and the functional arguments of a, * and WH are of arity at most 
two. In a first approach, this is of no great significance. 
Note 2. All the axioms are valid whenever functions are used in their domain of 
definition. Therefore, we do not consider conditional axioms and our theory A is 
purely equational. 
2.2. Axioms of the functional forms on sequences 
We choose axioms that compose iterations o as to remove any useless intermediate 
sequence. 
For instance, when applied to 5, the expression 
last o ( *mult o (1-, a2-o iota]) 
returns the 5th power of 2 and generates the useless intermediate sequence 
(a2-  o iota):5 - (2, 2, 2, 2, 2) 
The expression 
last o ( *( mult o [1, 2-]) o [1-, iota]) 
returns the same result but does not involve that intermediate sequence. 
We also choose axioms which remove duplicate iterations when two iterations 
are applied to (i.e. consume) the same sequence. For instance, 
last o (trans o[*+ o[0-, 1], *(+ o[1, 1-]) o [0-, 1]) 
gives the sum and the length of a given sequence of integers which is seen by the 
selector 1. The given sequence is traversed twice, once to find the sequence of the 
sums and then again to find the length. 
l as to( . fo [ [O,O ],1]) where f  = [+o[ lo l ,  2 ] ,+o[2o1,1- ] ]  
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returns the same result but traverses the given sequence only once, producing the 
sequence of the sums and the length together. 
2.2.1. Ax ioms with two duplicate a and with two duplicate * 
Poto~ 
P** 
trans o [ af, ag] = a[f ,  g] 
trans o [ , f  o [x, h], *g o [y, h]] 
= , [ fo  [1 o 1,2], go[2 o 1, 2]] o [[x, y], h] 
two duplicate a 
two duplicate *
Recall [_ _] is a functional form. Consider the left-hand side of Paa. [c~f, ag] is a 
function which yields two duPlicate sequences (x 1, x2 , . . . ,  xn) and (y l, y2 , . . . ,  yn). 
Then trans returns ([xl, yl] ,  [x2, y2] , . . . ,  [xn, yn]). On the fight-hand side, a[f,  g] 
returns the same result without any intermediate sequence. It is the same for P**. 
The two duplicate sequences yielded by [*f o Ix, hi, *g o [y, hi] do not appear with 
the expression in the fight-hand side. 
2.2.2. Ax ioms o f  composition o f  the funct ions af, *f, WH ( p, f )  
Colol 
C *ot 
CWa 
PC**  
a f  o otg = a( f  o g) to compose a and a 
• fo  [x, ago h] =*( fo  [1, go 2])o[x, h] 
to compose * and a 
WH(p, f )  o[x, ago h]= WH(p o[1, go 2],fo [1, go 2])o[x, h] 
to compose WH and a 
trans o [ . f  o [x, tl o (* g o [y, h ])], * g o [y, h ]] 
=, ( [ f ,  2] o [1 o 1, g o [2 o 1,2] ] )o [ [x ,y ] ,h ]  
to compose * and * 
Since the axiom PC**  is rather hard to understand, we give a brief comment. In 
its left-hand side 
t lo ( ,go[y ,h ] )  
yields a sequence consumed by *f  (*f is composed with the tail of *g o [x, h]). Then 
trans returns a sequence of pairs built from the sequences yielded by 
, f  o [x, tl o ( .g  o [y, h])] and *g o [y, h]. The fight-hand side computes the same result 
directly. The intermediate sequences yielded by *g o [y, h] and tl o (*g o [y, h]) in the 
left-hand side do not appear in the fight-hand side. Moreover, the duplicate iteration 
disappears. 
The following axioms may be understood in the same way: 
PC*  W 
P Cot , 
trans o [ . fo  Ix, tl o ( WH(p ,  g) oCy, hi)I, WH(p,  g) o[y, h]] 
= WH(po[2  o 1, 2], If, 2]o[ lo 1, g o[2 o 1, 2]])o [[x, y], hi 
to compose * and WH 
trans o[ag o ( , f  o Ix, h]), *fo [x, h]] 
= , ( [g  of, f ]o[2o 1,2])o[[go x, x], hi 
to compose a and * 
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PCoz W trans o [ag  o (WH(p , f )o [x ,  h]), WH(p, f )o [x ,  h]] 
= WH(po[2o  1, 2], [g of, f ]  o [2 o 1, 2]) o [[g o x, x], h] 
to compose a and WH 
When only the last term of a sequence is needed, last is used for composition. The 
following axioms are useful to eliminate an intermediate sequence: 
La  last o a f  = f o last 
Ha  hd o a f  = f o hd 
In this paper, we only consider axioms with two duplicate iterations and axioms 
to compose iterations. A contains other axioms. However we have only chosen those 
axioms which best illustrate our experiments. 
It is easily proved that all these axioms are extensionally valid in the S-algebra. 
For each equation e 1 = e2, one only needs to prove that, 
for all x, e l :x  -~ e2:x. 
Thus axioms on sequences are proved with a simple induction on the structure of 
sequences (using ( ) as basis and cons:[x, a] as induction step). 
The set of all these axioms forms the equational theory A. We can say that 
el =ext e2 when we have el =A e2. Moreover, in the theory A proofs are made by 
substituting equals by equals. For instance 
last o ( *mult  o [1-, a2-  o iota]) = A last o ( *( mult o [1, 2-]) o [1-, iota]) 
because 
last o ( *mult  o [1-, a2-  o iota]) 
= A last o ( *( mult o [1, 2- o 2]) o [1, iota]) 
= A last o ( *( mult o [1, 2-]) o [1-, iota]) 
axiom C*a  
axiom E3 
We note that the right-hand expression produces less intermediate sequences than 
the left-hand one. 
Our goal is to find the best expression in each A-equivalence class. If a terminating 
and confluent rewriting system R exists for A, a unique normal form is derived 
from every term. Moreover, if the reduction (or rewriting relation) is chosen such 
that it is an optimization, the normal form is the program in the class that will be 
the most efficient one. The optimization chosen here is that of applicative xpressions 
(i.e. without 'lifted' applications) running on a Von Neumann machine. For now, 
we consider only the optimizations which lead to the removal of useless intermediate 
sequences. Our goal now is to check the rules that correspond to the axioms of A. 
2.3. How to order the ax ioms in rewriting rules 
We assume that the reader has a basic knowledge of term-rewriting systems [ 18]. 
Here, rules are written in the form god.  Let us denote by V(e)  the set of variables 
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in the term e. A rule god must satisfy V(d) c_ V(g). Thus, we get the following rules 
_ B 
E3 x oy~x 
P1 1 o[f, g] ~ f 
P2 2 o [f, g] ~ g 
P3 ido f  ~ f 
P4 f o id ~ f 
COND3 p ~ (p-*f; g); h ~ p ~f ;  h 
COND4 p-~ h; (p-~ f ;  g) =:~ p-~ h; g 
The two last rules remove one useless test. 
We orient all the axioms on a, • and WH such that the rules el iminate useless 
intermediate sequences. 
Paa trans o [af, ag] ~ a[f ,  g] 
P** trans o [*fo [x, hi, *g o [y, hi] 
*[fo [1 o 1,2], g o [2o 1,2]]o[[x,y], h] 
Caa a f  o ag ~ a( f  o g) 
C*a . fo[x ,  agoh] ~ , ( fo[1,  go2])o[x,h] 
CWa WH(p, f )  o [x, ago h] 
WH(po[1, g o 2], f  °[l, g° 2])°[x, h] 
PC** transo[*fo[x, t lo( .go[y,  hi)] , .go[y, hi] 
.([f ,  2] o [1 o 1, g o [2o 1,2]])o[[x, y], h] 
PC*W transo[.fo[x, t lo(WH(p,g)o[y,h])] ,  WH(p,g)  o[y,h]] 
WH(po[2o 1, 2], If, 2] o [1 o 1, g o [2 o 1, 2]]) o [[x, y ] ,h ]  
PCd* trans o[ag o (*fo [x, hi), . fo  [x, hi] 
. ( [g of, f ]  o [2 o 1, 2]) o [[g o x,x],h] 
PCaW trans o[ag o (WH(p , f )  o[x, hi),  WH(p, f )  o[x, h]] 
WH(po[2o 1, 2], [g of, f ]  o [2 o 1, 2]) o [[g o x, x],h] 
La last oa f  ~ f o last 
Ha hd oa f  ~ f o hd 
For the remaining axioms 
E1 ( fog)oh=fo(goh)  
E2 [ f ,g ]oh=[ foh ,  goh] 
COND1 (p-->f; g) o h =p of.->fo h; g o h 
COND2 h o (p->f; g) =p--> h of ;  h o g 
COND5 [h,p-> f ;g]=p->[h, f ] ; [h ,g]  
COND6 [p-->f; g, h]=po[ f ,  hi;  [g, hi 
the ordering we choose does not matter. Therefore, we have to find the right one 
in order for the Knuth-Bendix  completion procedure to be able to compute a 
convergent term rewriting system in finite time, starting with the previous set of rules. 
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3. Convergent rewriting systems on FP expressions 
The Knuth-Bendix procedure attempts to transform a set of equations into an 
equivalent convergent term rewriting system. Equivalent means that the reduction 
method based on the convergent term rewriting system proves the same equational 
theorems as the method based on the original set of equations. The Knuth-Bendix 
procedure isbased on using equations as rewrite rules and computing 'critical pairs' 
when left members of rules overlap. If a critical pair has distinct irreducible forms, 
a new rule must be added in order to get the local confluence property. The procedure 
is recursively applied until it eventually stops. This procedure requires the termina- 
tion property of the set of rules, which can be proved using well-founded orderings. 
The ordering implemented in REVE is the (RDO) decomposition ordering ([14] and 
[19]). Actually, in all the examples tudied here it coincides with the Recursive Path 
Ordering (RPO) of Dershowitz [4]. Both are extensions of the notion of precedence 
(an ordering of the basic symbols). In addition, the recursive path ordering requires 
knowledge of the status of the operator symbols. The status can be 'multiset', left 
to right' (LR) or 'right to left' (RL). 
We use the Knuth-Bendix procedure implemented in REVE [18]. In our experi- 
ments, user help is needed before starting the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. 
The user is asked to present he equations in the direction that should yield a 
terminating term rewriting system of rules. We follow the direction given above in 
Section 3 in doing this. Here are then three possible cases. REVE may yield a 
convergent rewriting system. In so doing, REVE may generate new rules. By using 
these new rules some old rules may be modified or may even collapse and disappear. 
REVE may fail to prove the term rewriting system is terminating. If it does not accept 
the user's direction for a rule, (the RDO implemented in) REVE provides uggestions 
(that the RPO needs). But sometimes REVE fails to make any suggestions because 
the two sides of an equation are not comparable with a well-founded ordering 
(permutative axioms) or because (the RDO or the RPO implemented in) REVE is 
not able to compare the two sides of a rule. The last case is when REV~ is led to 
add infinitely new equations and so gets into an infinite loop. 
Experiments were also made in FORMEL developed at INRIA by G. Huet, G. 
Cousineau and their co-authors. To our knowledge, it is the first time that such a 
complex and large set of equations has been processed by a Knuth-Bendix 
implementation. As a consequence, we will have to cope with many problems, both 
classical and less classical. We divide the set of axioms into increasing subsets. This 
way we get intermediate convergent rewriting systems. The cases in which the 
procedure fails and the cases where the procedure gets into an infinite loop are 
both examined. In some cases solutions are found. As we indicate later, many 
problems till remain. 
3.I. Applying REVE to the set 
E1 ( fog)  oh=fo(goh)  
E2 [f ,g]oh=[foh,  goh] 
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m 
E3 x oy=x 
P1 lo [ f ,g ]=f  
P2 2o [ f ,g ]=g 
P3 ido f=f  
P4 fo id=f  
The rule ( f  o g) o h ~ f o (g o h) is accepted by RDO with the LR status for _%. 
The rule [f, g] o h ~ [ f  o h, g o hi induces the precedence _o_> [__]. Afterwards, 
we get a convergent rewriting system without any new rule, denoted by E in Appendix 
A. 
For example, E reduces the term 
u=[ f ,  2 ]o [ lo l ,  go[2o l ,  2]] in [ fo [ lo l ,  go[2o l ,  2 ] ] ,go[2o l ,  2]] 
u is a subterm of the right-hand side of the rules PC** and PC* W. E will modify 
these two rules. 
Trying any other orientation for E 1 and E2 leads to failure. If E 1 and E2 are 
oriented from right to left 
fo (goh)  ~ ( fog)oh  
[ foh ,  goh] ~ [ f ,g ]oh 
the procedure fails, and in the two other cases it diverges. 
3.2. Applying REVE to the set E increased by rules on a 
E l ,  E2, E3, P1, P2, P3, P4 and 
Caa a f  o ag = a( f  o g) 
Paa trans o [af, ag] = a[f, g] 
La last o a f  =f  o last 
Ha hd o a f  =f  o hd 
We propose a left to fight orientation such that rewriting with one of these rules 
removes one useless intermediate sequence. REVE accepts the equations and 
orientates them with a LR status for _o_ and the precedence _% > [_] and _o_ > a. It 
then begins to look for the superpositions. We demonstrate this with an example. 
We refer to a subterm by its occurrence in the term. For instance, in the term 
0 
/ \  
0 
/ \  
f g 
O 
/ \  
h the subterms are f g at occurrence 1, 
h at the occurrence 2, 
f at occurrence 1.1, 
g at the occurrence 1.2, 
and the whole term at the top occurrence. 
REVE finds critical pairs between E 1 and Caa. The left-hand side (of Caa)  a f  o ag 
overlaps on ( f  o g) o h at occurrence 1 and returns the irreducible pair 
a( f  o g)o h=ot f  o(ago h) 
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Using the RDO, the rule a( f  o g) o h ~ a f  o (ago  h) is generated. Unfortunately, 
REVE diverges later. Moreover, it is just the reverse ordering (from fight to left) 
which removes one intermediate sequence but again, we have no luck because no 
ordering provided by aEVE can orient the rule this way. Thus, we force REVE to 
accept the rule 
Caa '  a fo (agoh)  =:> a( fog)  oh 
In the same way, the superposition of E1 on the left-hand side (of Pa~) 
trans o [ o~f, ag] generates the pair 
a[ f ,  g] o h = trans o [a f  o h, ago h] 
Now, the RDO makes no suggestion as to how direct the pair. To remove one 
sequence, we force REVE to accept 
Paa '  trans o [afo h, ago  hi ~ or[f, g] o h 
In the same way, the left-hand side of La  (or Ha)  creates a critical pair and we 
enter the new rules 
La '  last o ( a f  o h ) ~ f o ( last o h ) 
Ha'  hdo(a foh)  ==> fo (hdoh)  
Eventually, the procedure stops, yielding a locally-confluent set of rules but the 
finite termination property is not guaranteed by an ordering implemented in aEVE. 
However, we show that the set is finitely terminating. We use the method proposed 
by Manna and Ness [17, 20]. With the interpretation over integers greater than 1 
I(_o_) = )txy. x (y+ 1) 
I (a_)  = Xx. 2x 
I([_ _])= Axy. x + y + 1 
I(_-) = )tx. 1 
I ( trans) = 2, 
and for all the other constants (i.e. primitives) a, I (a )  = 1, we are able to show that 
for all rules g~r ,  I (g )> I ( r ) .  Thus, we can say that the rewriting system we name 
CO is convergent. CO can be seen in Appendix A. 
For example the term s 
s = a+ o (trans o [u, v]) where u = amult  o (trans o ([aa, ab] o iota) 
and v = amul t  o ( trans o ( [ac ,  ad]  o iota) 
is reduced by CO to 
s '= or(+ o [mul t  o [a, b], mult  o [c, d] ] )  o iota 
The computation from s generates 9 intermediate s quences and s' does not generate 
any such sequence. 
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3.3. Adding to the set CO the rules on * and WH 
P** 
C *ol 
CWa 
PC** 
PC*W 
PCa* 
PCa W 
trans o [ , f  o [ x, h ], * g o [y, h ]] 
= , [ fo [1  o 1,2], g o[2o 1, 2]] o [[x, y], h] 
• fo[x ,  ago h]=, ( fo [1 ,  g o2]])o[x, hi 
WH(p, f )  o[x, agoh]= WH(po[ l ,  go2] , fo [ l ,  go2] )o [x ,h ]  
transo [*f o [x, tlo ( ,g  o [y, h])], ,go [y, h]] 
= ,([f, 21o[1 o 1, g 0[2 o 1,2]])o[[x, y], h] 
trans o [ , fo  [x, tl o ( WH(p ,  g) o[y, hi)I, WH(p,  g) o[y, hi] 
= WH(p  o[2o 1,2],[f, 21o[1o 1, g o[2o 1,2]]) o[[x,y], hi 
transo[o~go ( , fo  Ix, hi), , fo [x ,  h]] 
= ,([go f , f ]  o [20 1, 2])0 [[g o x, x], h] 
trans o[ag o ( WH(p , f )  o[x, hi), WH(p, f )  o[x, h]] 
= WH(po[2o  1, 2], [g of, f ]  o [2 o 1, 2]) o [[g o x ,x ] ,h ]  
RDO is unable to order these pairs but we orient them 'by hand' from left to right 
to get rules which rewrite a term into a term that yields less intermediate s quences. 
NOW, REVE finds critical pairs with C*a. The left-hand side of P3 
o at the occurrence 2.2 o overlaps on 
/ \  
f id , / \ [  ...... ] 
I / \ 
f x o 
/ \  
a h 
I 
g 
and it gives the pair 
, f  o [x, ag] = , ( fo  [1, g o 2]) o Ix, id] 
We direct that pair 'by hand' from left to right getting a new rule C*a' .  We do the 
same with C* W getting the new rule C* W'. 
Next, with the rules of E, the procedure reduces the right-hand sides of the rules 
PC**, PC*W,  PCa* and PCaW. Eventually it stops, yielding a locally-confluent 
set of rules we name CC (Appendix A). Up to now, we have not succeeded in 
proving the termination of CC. Hence, we cannot guarantee its convergence, but 
we conjecture that termination does indeed hold. 
For example with the rewriting system CC, the term 
t = last  o ( ,+  o [0- ,  s]) 
where 
s = a+ o (trans o [u, v]) where u = amult o (trans o ([aa, ab] o iota)) 
and v = arnult o (trans o ([ac, otd] o iota)) 
is reduced to 
t '=  last  o ( , (+  o [1, + o ( [mui r  o [a ,  b], mult  o [c, d]]  o 2)])  o [0- ,  i o ta ] )  
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3.4. The rules with 
We consider the 
COND 1 
COND3 
COND4 
conditional forms 
set E and the axioms 
(p~ f ; g)o h=po h-~ f o h; g o h 
p-",(p~f;  g); h=p--',f; h 
p-~ h; (p~ f ; g)=p~ h; g 
All these rules are accepted by REVE with the LR status for _o_ and the precedence 
o >[_ ]  and o > ~ • A convergent rewriting system ES is produced. If we 
consider the set CC and these three axioms, we direct 'by hand' from left to right 
and the procedure yields a locally-confluent set, which we name CCS. ES and CCS 
are given in Appendix A. 
For example ES reduces the term 
r=p~(q~x;y ) ; (p~y;z )  to r '=p~(q~x;y ) ; z  
but it does not reduce the term p~ (q-~x; y); (r-~ (p~y;  z); x). 
Notice that we cannot choose another orientation for COND3 and COND4 
because the variable g will disappear during the rewriting (Section 2.3). Moreover, 
if we assume the reverse direction for COND1, the procedure diverges. COND1 
produces new rules forever with E 1 in the same way as between E2 and E 1. 
Now we consider the set E and the axioms 
COND1 (p~f ;g )oh=poh~foh;goh  
COND5 p~[h, f ] ; [h ,g]=[h,p~f ;g]  
COND6 p~[ f ,h ] ; [g ,h]=[p~f ;g ,h]  
REVE accepts these rules with LR status for _o_ and the precedence o > ~ _; _ > [_ __]. 
It finds that the rules COND5 and COND6 overlap at the top occurrence producing 
the pair 
[p~ h; h, k]=[h,p~ k; k] 
The left and right-hand sides are not comparable and REVE fails to direct that pair. 
But we note that 
h =A 1 o [h ;p~ id; id] 
=A 1 op~[h, id];[h, id] 
=Ap-~ 1 o[h, id]; 1 o[h, id] 
=Ap~h;h  
Thus we propose the equation 
axiom P1 
(in the domain of definition of p -~ h; h) 
axiom COND5 
axiom COND2 
axiom P1. 
S p ~ h; h = A h (in the domain of definition of p ~ h; h) 
The rule S deletes the critical pair above and REVE yields a convergent set which 
we name EC in Appendix A. I f  we consider the set CC and these four axioms, we 
direct 'by hand' from left to right and the Knuth-Bendix procedure yields a 
locally-confluent set we name CCC in Appendix A. 
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Until now, we have succeeded in getting locally-confluent systems. Let us examine 
now some situations when we fail to get such systems. 
If we attempt o add to one of these sets the axioms COND3 or COND4, then 
the procedure diverges with new rules produced by superpositions between COND3 
(or COND4) and COND5 (or COND6). These rules look like 
p-> [[...[p-->f; g, hn], hn -  1],...]h2, hl]; h 
p--> [[. . . I f ,  hn], hn -  1]hE, hi]; h 
Consider trying to orient COND5 and COND6 in the opposite direction, i.e. 
COND5 [h ,p~f ;g ]=p~[h , f ] ; [h ;g ]  
COND6 [p~f ;g ,h ]=p~[ f ,h ] ; [g ,h ]  
REVE accepts these rules with LR status for _o_ and the precedence _o_ > [_ _] > ~ _; _. 
It finds that the rules COND5 and COND6 overlap at the top occurrence producing 
the pair 
q -> (p--> [f, x]; [g, x]); (p--> If, y]; [g, y]) =A 
p -> (q --> [f, X]; [f, y]); (q--> [g, X]; [g, y]) 
The left and the right-hand sides are not comparable with a well-founded ordering. 
But we note that this pair will be deleted by rewriting modulo the following equation, 
which we name C 
C q->(p->f;g);(p-->x;y)=p->(q-->f;x);(q-~g;y) 
However, the two sides of C are also not comparable with a well-founded ordering. 
Thus a solution in this case is to rewrite modulo C. For that, among other things, 
we would need a modulo C unification algorithm [15], which is beyond the scope 
of this paper. 
Now there remains the rule COND2 
COND2 ho(p~f ;g )=p~hof ;hog  
REVE accepts the rule with LR status for _o_ and the precedence _o_> _~_;_ but 
diverges. One first new rule W come from the superposition between COND1 and 
COND2 at the top occurrence 
W (p->qox;qoy) ->(p- ->fox; foy) ; (p->gox,  y)
p~(qo  x ~ f o x; go x); (qo y~ f o y; go y) 
Then other rules come from W. We attempt o add the following axiom which 
rewrites the right-hand side of W. 
T (p -~x;y )~f ;g=Ap~(x-~f ;g ) ; (y - * f ;g )  
W is deleted with T and C However, the procedure diverges with T and COND3 
(or COND4) producing rules such as 
p~(x-*  f ; h); (y~(po(x~ f ; g); (y~ f ; g)); h) 
p -* (x~ f ;  h); (y~ f;  h) 
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With COND5 and COND6 in the direction [h ,p~f ;  g] ~ p~[h , f ] ; [h ,g ] ,  we 
note that we get S. If we attempt the reverse direction, then the procedure diverges 
yielding rules such as 
ko[ . . . [ [p -~f ;  g, hi], h2], . . ,  hn] 
p~(ko[ . . . [ [ f  hi], h2] . . . ,  hn]); (ko[ . . . [ [g,  hi], h2] , . . . ,  hn]) 
Thus, the best REVE can produce with the axioms A are the rewriting sets CC, 
CCS and CCC. We can use these sets to rewrite a term e and find a normal form 
e' 'better than' e. If a term e does not contain _ ~_ ;_, then e is rewritten with CC 
otherwise e is rewritten using CCS or CCC.  
4. Rewriting with CC, CCS or  CCC 
We show with simple examples how the term rewriting systems produced by REVE 
reduces FP  expressions. 
4. I. Using the system CC for  terms without conditional fo rm 
When applied to an integer n, the following functional expression, which we 
again name e, computes 2"/n ! 
last o (adiv  o ( trans o [*mult o [1-, a2-  
If e is applied to n, then 
iota 
a2-  
*mult  o [1-, a2-o iota] 
* muir o [ 1-, iota] 
trans 
yields a sequence 
yields a sequence 
yields a sequence 
yields a sequence 
yields a sequence 
adiv 
o iota], *mult  o [1-, iota]])) 
yields a sequence 
(1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ,  n) 
(2 ,2 ,2 ,2 , . . . ,2 )  
(1, 2, 3, 8, 16, . . . ,  2") 
(1, 1 ,2 ,6 ,24 , . . . ,  n!) 
([1, 1], [2, 1], [4, 2], [8, 6], 
[16, 24] , . . . ,  [2", n!]) 
(1, 2, 4/2, 8/6, 16/24, . . . ,  2"/n!) 
and last returns 2" /n  !; e computes five intermediate sequences. 
We rewrite e with the rewriting system CC. Let us use u to denote the subterm 
u = *mult  o [1-, c~2 -o iota] 
u is reduced by Cota to 
*(mult  o [1, 2- o 2]) o [1-, iota] 
and by E3 to an irreducible term 
u' = *(mutt  o [1, 2-]) o [1-, iota] 
To reduce e REVE also reduces u, and e is reduced by La '  to 
div o (last o ( trans o [ u', * mult  o [1-, iota]])) 
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and by P**, E l ,  E2, E3 and P1 we get 
e '= div o (last o (*[mul l  o [1 o 1, 2 ], mull o [2 o 1, 2]] o [[1 , 1 ], iota])) 
e' is irreducible, e' is equivalent to e and is a canonical term for the terms 
CC-equals to e. e' is the term in that class which yields the least number of 
intermediate sequences. It computes only one intermediate sequence 
<[ 1, 1],[2, 1], [4, 2], [8, 6], [16, 24],. . .  ,[2", nl]). 
Note 3. 2"/n!  can also be computed by e" 
e" = last o (*(mutt  o [1, div o [2-, 2]]) o [1-, iota]) 
e" computes only one intermediate sequence 
(1,2, 4/2, 8/6, 16/24, . . . ,  2"/n!) .  
Thus, e' and e" yield the same number of intermediate sequences. Actually e' and 
e" are extensionally equivalent but not A-equal, because A does not capture aspects 
of computing on 'integers' as given by an axiomatization of mull and div. 
Rewriting, with the set CC, terms without a conditional form yields canonical 
terms for the CC equality. All the intermediate sequences yielded by compositions 
of iterations and duplicate iterations are deleted from the canonical terms. 
4.2. Using CCS (or CCC)  to rewrite terms with _-~_;_ 
Suppose that strings are allowed in our FP  language and that they appear between 
double quotes. The term t 1 to be rewritten is 
t l=toa  where t=p~(q->x;y ) ; (p - ->y;z )  
where 
p=gto[10- , id ] ,  q=gto[12- , id ] ,  x=["good" - , id ] ,  
y=["ok" - , id ]  and z=[  bad , id]  
and a is just an abbreviation for 
last o ( adiv o ( trans o [*+ o [0- 
*+ o [0 
, or(mull o [r, w]) o (iota o n)], 
, t iwo( io tao  n)]])) 
Here n, r and w are three functions, r:i returns a vector of integers, w:i returns 
a vector of weights and n returns the common size of these two vectors. Therefore 
a returns the weighted mean of the vector and t 1 returns this average with a comment 
depending on how large this mean is. a computes 6 intermediate sequences. 
Rewriting t1 by CCS or CCC also rewrites a. The expression a does not contain 
a conditional form. Therefore rewriting a uses only rules of CC. We get the normal 
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fo rm a r 
a '= div o (last o 
(*[+ o [1 o 1, mult o [r o 2, w o 2]], 
+ o[2o 1, w o2]]o[[0 ,0 ], iota o hi)) 
a' only computes one intermediate sequence. 
Using CCS,  t is reduced by COND4 to 
t '=p->(q--> x;  y) ;  z 
Next, if we rewrite tl using COND1,  E1 and P3, we get an irreducible term t l '  
t l '= (p'--> (q'-> x'; y'); z' 
p' = gt o [ 10-, a'], q '=  gt o [12-, a'], x = ["good"-, a'], 
y = ["ok"-, a'] and z = ["bad"-,  a']. 
In the class of terms CCS-equals  to tl ,  t l '  is the term which yields the least 
number of intermediate sequences and has the least number of tests. 
Using CCC,  t is reducible by the rule COND6 to t" 
a,  , ,~  
t "=[p->(q->"good" - ; "ok" - ) ; (p ->"ok"  ; bad ), id] 
Then, tl is reduced using E2, COND1,  E 1 and P3, to yield get an irreducible term 
t 1" 
t l "=[p"- ->(q" --> "good"-;  "ok"-); ( p" -->" ok"-', "bad" - ), a '] 
where 
p" = gt o [ 10 , a'] and q" = gt o [ 12 , a']. 
Rewriting with CCC has not deleted the useless test. 
However, CCS and CCC do not include all the axioms of A for ~ _; _. Therefore, 
they are not able to delete all the sequences arising from compositions of iterations 
and duplicate iterations that are produced by terms with _->_ ;_. 
5. Conclusion 
We have discussed the computer-aided construction of a rewriting system of rules 
CC that enables us to give a normal form for each term without a conditional form. 
In such canonical terms, the useless intermediate sequences which arise from 
compositions of iterations and duplicate iterations are deleted. However, we feel 
that we have not yet found the optimal rewriting system for this purpose. But-we 
have pointed out difficulties encountered in producing it. We now give the principal 
steps in providing a best rewriting system for improving iterative FP programs. 
First, one has to provide a proof for the finite termination of the rewriting system 
CC. We conjecture that this is so because REVE has never found a term which 
rewrites forever. 
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Second, with a classical Knuth-Bendix procedure, it is not possible to have all 
the axioms one wants for the functional form _-~_; _. But it is possible to solve the 
two problems that are addressed. The first one is to rewrite modulo the C-equality 
[11] which will require a complete C-unification algorithm. We hope to use recent 
results of [12] to solve this problem. The second one is the infinity of rules coming 
from overlapping between the axioms. However it is possible to abstract meta-rules 
that generate infinitely many rules [13]. The problem is to design and implement a 
Knuth-Bendix procedure which will accept such meta-rules. 
Even if all these above problems are solved and a decision procedure for the 
A-equality is provided, the problem remains of extending the theory A. Recall that 
the A-equality is just a small axiomatization of the extensional equality. It suffices 
to replace E2, P1, P2, COND5,  and COND6 by judicious meta-rules to take into 
account the multiple arity of [ . . . .  ] and the infinity of selectors (see Section 2.1, 
Note 1). For instance, if we have a meta-operator to match an expression 
[ f l , f2 , . . .  , fn] ,  then E2 could be replaced by a meta-rule like 
[ f l , f2 , . . . , fn ]o  h ~ [ f l  o h, f2o  h , , . . , fn  o h] 
Moreover, the theory A lacks axioms and above all, it lacks axioms on primitives 
on sequences like trans, last, hd, tl and distl. If the expression includes these 
primitives, it is sometimes impossible to delete a useless equence. For instance, the 
term u = last o (distl o [x, a fo  h]) is irreducible by CC But, there is an axiom 
last o ( distl o [ x, h]) = [x, last o hi 
and now u belongs to the class of 
[x, f o (last o h)] 
and the sequence yielded by af  is removed. 
However, it is quite another task to apply the Knuth-Bendix procedure to a more 
complete set of axioms. Still, we will probably deal with divergence or failure. For 
instance, when we attempted to add the axiom aid = id, the procedure added 
infinitely many new equations. When we attempted to add the axiom tl o a f  = a f  o tl, 
REVE did not accept it because REVE considers that axiom as a permutative axiom. 
Even if programs that produce the minimum number of intermediate sequences 
are derived, other kinds of optimizations can be added. Recall Note 3 in Section 
4. To get another better normal form, we need axioms on mult and div and axioms 
on * which are instances of more general theorems about functional program 
equivalence. Examples of such theorems can be found in [1] and [24]. We have 
studied such theorems for *. If judicious meta-operators are found, meta-rules can 
play the role of these theorems in a rewriting system and become powerful rules in 
transforming iterative programs. 
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Appendix A 
A. 1. Convergent term rewriting sys- 
tem E 
E1 
E2 
E3 x oy~x 
P1 lo [ f ,g ]  ~ f 
P2 2o[ f ,g ]  ~ g 
P3 i do f~f  
P4 fo id~f  
( fog)oh  ~ fo (goh)  
[ f ,g]o  h :=~ [ foh,  goh]  
A.3. Convergent term rewriting system CO 
Caa 
Paa 
La 
Ha 
Cota 
Paa ' 
La ' 
Ha' 
and 
af  o ag =~ a( f  o g) 
trans o [af  ag] ~ a[ f  g] 
last o af  ~ f o last 
hd o a f  ~ f o hd 
a fo (agoh)  ~ a ( fog)oh  
trans o [af  o h, ago h] ~ a i r  g] o h 
last o ( a f  o h ) ~ f o ( last o h ) 
hd o (a f  o h) ~ f o(hd o h) 
A.3. Locally-confluent rewriting set CC 
I 
P** 
C*t~ 
C , r r  r 
CWa 
CWa'  
P** 
CO and 
trans o [ , f  o [x, hi, *g o [y, hi] 
• [ fo  [ lo  1, 2], g o [2o 1,2]]o[[x,y], h] 
• fo [x ,  agoh]  ~ , ( fo [1 ,  go2])o[x,h]  
• fo [x ,  ag] ~ , ( fo [1 ,  go2])o[x, id] 
WH(p , f )o [x ,  ago hi ~ WH(po[1,  go 2] , fo [1 ,  g o2])o[x, h] 
WH(p, f )o [x ,  ag] ~ WH(po[1,  go2] , fo[1 ,  go2])o[x, id] 
trans o [ , fo  Ix, t lo ( ,go[x ,  h])] , ,go[x, h]] 
• [ fo  [I o 1, g o[2o I, 2]], g o [2 o 1,2]]o[[x,y],sh] 
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P*W 
Pot* 
PaW 
trans o [ . fo  [x, tlo(WH(p, g) o [x, h])], WH(p, g) o Ix, h]] 
=:~ WH(po[2o 1,21,[fo [1 o 1, go[2o 1,2]], g o [2o 1,2]])o[[x, y], h] 
trans o[ago(, fo[x,  hi), , fo  [x, h]] 
, [go  ( fo  [2 o 1, 2]) , fo [2 o 1, 2]] o [[g o x, x], h] 
trans o[ag o (WH(p,f )  o[x, hi), WH(p,f)  o[x, h]] 
WH(p o [2 o 1, 2], [g o ( f  o [2 o 1, 2 ] ) , f  o [2 o 1, 2]]) o [[g o x, x], h] 
A.4. Convergent rewriting system ES and locally- 
confluent rewriting set CCS 
for ES 
E 
COND 1 
COND3 
COND4 
for CCS 
and I CC and 
(p -~f ;g )oh  ~ poh~foh;goh  
p -~(p~f ;g ) ;h  =~ p- . f ;h  
p~h; (p~f ;g )  ~ p - .h ;g  
A.5. Convergent rewriting system EC and locally- 
confluent rewriting set CCC 
for EC 
E 
COND 1 
COND5 
COND6 
S 
for CCC 
and cc L and 
(p -~f ;g )oh  ~ poh~foh;goh  
p~[h , f ] ;  [h,g] ~ [h ,p~f ;  g] 
p~[f ,h] ; [g,h]  ~ [p~ f ;g ,h]  
p - ,h ;h~ h 
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